
Fernandes on Fire as Leeds City Boys U11 A team triumph again 

Bruno Fernandes hit a brace as Leeds U11’s beat Scarborough U11 4-1. Scarborough took the lead as 

the first shot was saved by Leeds keeper Charlie Emery only for the Scarborough attack to beat the 

defence and slot home the rebound. 

Leeds were quick to react and Alex Hernandez was able to take advantage of a mistake by the 

Scarborough keeper to equalise. Scarborough pushing for their second but a well times last minute 

sliding tackle from Olly Westerman and great defensive headers from Cameron Moyles stopped the 

Scarborough attack breaking through. 

Great play from Westerman on the wing to send the ball into the box to find James Moorbys head 

which was blocked and the ball fell to Joe Barrett whose shot was just inches over the crossbar. 

Sheffield finish the first third as they started with some great attacking play for Emery to bravely 

save at feet. 

Second third – Leeds start brightly with some great link up play from Claude Paynter and Harry Vasey 

with Ben Hale and Cameron Moyles strong in the defence when Scarborough broke. 

Scarborough finally break through the defence only to be denied by a fantastic reflex save from 

Emery in the Leeds goal to deny the visits going 2-1 up. Leeds fired into action with a great show 

from Westerman forcing the Scarborough Keeper into a save, with Fernandes picking up the loose 

ball and scoring his first of the match 2-1 Leeds 

End to end action with Westerman sending Hernandez through to shoot just wide whilst at the other 

end Emery forced into another save with a fingertip effort to push the ball over the crossbar. 

Leeds start the final third strongly with Paynter and Barney Hirst linking up well and getting the ball 

out wide to Tom Barone whose first time shot smothered by the keeper. Barney Warren crossing a 

fantastic ball into Barrett whose header is saved by the keeper. Barone sending the ball again into 

the path of Barrett who confident slots the ball in the back on the net 3-1 Leeds. 

Leeds end the match with a simple stunning solo effect from Bruno Fernandes to make it 4-1 Leeds 

 

Leeds team – Emery, Westerman, Hale, Moyles, Paynter, Hirst, Warren, Vasey, Moorby, Fernandes, 

Hernandez, Barrett, Barone  


